
Duncan CH 
3602-14 CH-PW 
UPC: 844375078574
14” Flush Mount

Fixture Finish: Chrome

Glass/Shade Finish: Pewter

Materials: Steel Steel

Fixture Width: 14” 35.56cm

Fixture Height: 4.25” 10.795cm

Min - Max Height: 

Glass Diameter: 13.75” 34.925cm

Glass Height: 4” 10.16cm

Canopy/Backplate: 10.25”Dia x 0.75”E 26.035cm Dia x 1.905cm E

Chain: N/A

Rod: N/A

Wire: 8” 20.32cm

Bulb Type: Incandescent, Type A

Wattage: 2 x 60W(M)

Voltage: 120

Install Position:

Approved Location: Damp Location

Sloped Ceiling: No

ADA: No

Close-to-ceiling: Yes

Bulbs Included: No

Dimmable: Yes

Dimensions and specifications are approximate and based on the most current information possible at the time of publication. Golden Lighting reserves the right to make design changes and modifications 
without prior notice. Golden Lighting products are UL/CUL approved. Unless otherwise noted as pending, Wattages stated are the maximum recommended; however, lower wattages may be used. Bulbs 
are not included unless otherwise noted. Larger fixtures may require reinforced outlet boxes and additional support. Receipt or possession of these materials does not constitute an agreement to sell.
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Transform the look of your room with this classic, vintage-inspired fixture, the Duncan 

collection is contemporary style with an industrial feel. The collection features a variety 

of simple, traditional silhouettes that are a nod to a bygone era. A variety of plated and 

painted metal shade finishes are bra offered in combination with durable Aged Brass, 

Black, Chrome or Pewter fixture bodies. The Rubbed Bronze fixtures are paired with 

Rubbed Bronze shades. This flush mount is perfect for modern or contemporary style 

home decors. It works perfectly in a kitchen, hallway or bath and is UL approved for 

damp locations.

• Contemporary style with an industrial feel
• Open-bottom shade offers widespread ambient light
• Simple, classic silhouette
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